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Welcome to 
CLUBHUB

You are about to use the most complete sensor systems in golf.  

This user’s guide will help you get the most enjoyment and game 
improvement out of your CLUBHUB system.

We will show you how to access the many features built into this simple-
to-use system.  We will explain certain key terms and we will give you 
tips on how to get the best results out of this advanced yet simple to use 
product.

Please note: numbered regions on the following screen images 
correspond to number instructions in an accompanying list
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On first use of the CLUBHUB app 
you will create a Player Profile

1

2

1 Touch NEW PLAYER if you have not used CLUBHUB before.

Touch EXISTING PLAYER if you have used CLUBHUB on 
another phone or tablet and would like this phone or table to 
be linked.
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1

2

Enter your name.  Any alpha numeric characters OK.

Enter a valid email address.

Select player gender.

Choose whether to use men’s or women’s club specs when 
creating/editing clubs.

Tap SET UP CLUBHUBS to advance to the Club List.

4
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Create a NEW PLAYER 
Profile
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Link to an EXISTING PLAYER 
Profile

1 Enter the Link Code from your other phone or tablet here.  To 
find the Link Code touch the SETTING icon in the CLUBHUB 
app on the other phone or tablet.  Drag the screen up till you 
see the Link Code at the bottom of the screen.  Enter this code 
exactly (case sensitive).

                                                 or

Enter the email address saved on your other phone or tablet.  
You can find this on the SETTING screen near the top.  An 
email will be sent to this address containing the associated 
Link Code.  You will enter that Link Code and tap GO.

2

1

2

Enter the Link Code or Email address then 
touch GO.

The data associated with the linked phone or tablet will 
be downloaded to this phone or tablet.  This may take 
several minutes.



IMPORTANT !!

1

Tap anywhere on the screen to dismiss the overlay.1

To have a quick and error free CLUBHUB Sync 
experience, please follow this process exactly.

1.Do not start the sync process on the app until you have 
finished steps 2 and 3 below.

2. After removing the battery protect tabs replace the cap.  
Ensure that all CLUBHUB caps are securely latched.  Do this by 
pulling up on the edges of the cap above and below the CH 
logo.  If the cap moves, press down firmly until it clicks.  That 
will indicate a strong and secure attachment.  If the cap is 
latched properly, it will not accidentally come off.

3. Install a CLUBHUB on each of your clubs by twisting the 
screw into the hole in your grip.  It is important to get the 
CLUBHUB snug.  Avoid excessive force as it can damage the 
grip hole.
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Initial Clubs set 
up

Tap ADD NEW CLUB to begin creating your bag of 
clubs. 

When all clubs have been added, tap Done to finish. 
This takes you back to the Home screen.

2

1

1

2

➢  Enable Bluetooth on your mobile device to ensure 
connection to the CLUBHUB
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Adding clubs to your 
bag

- 1. Categories -1

1

1

1

1

1

2

➢ PW is included in the Irons category since it is usually sold in 
an iron set.

➢ Tapping a Club Category displays a list of the supported golf 
clubs within that category.

 
➢ For any category in the list which has a club already added, 

its  text appears in bold type.

Tap the category of the club you will add.  We recommend 
going from your longest club (e.g. Driver)  to your shortest 
(Putter) to keep track of the process. You will select a club from 
that category on the next screen.

When all clubs have been added tap FINISHED.

1

2

1
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1

Adding clubs to your 
bag

- 2. Clubs -

1

1

1

1
Tap a club name to add the selected club. This displays the 
Club Detail screen.

Tap Back to return to the club Category Screen.

1

2

1
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1 1

Adding clubs to your bag

Detail Showing Detail Hidden

1 Tap the arrow to hide/show the club detail settings.

1
2



➢ Entry of this detail is optional.

➢ If your clubs are non-standard lengths, please specify 
shaft length.  This will affect calculated club head speed.

➢ Shaft Length for some clubs is specified as a single value in 
inches (e.g. drivers, woods and hybrids) and for other clubs 
(irons, wedges and putters) it’s defined as a standard  length 
+/- an offset.  The net length (standard length + offset) is 
displayed in the Shaft Length box.
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Adding clubs to your bag
- 3a. Optional club detail 

-
Type in manufacturer name.

Tap the arrow to hide/show the club detail settings.  If detail is 
hidden, the screen on the next page will be shown.

Type in the club model.

Tap the shaft type for this club.

Tapping the Shaft Flex, Shaft Length or Loft boxes shows a list 
of choices from a well known list of values.

Tap Cancel to return to the screen you came from.  If you tap 
Cancel, the club will not be added.
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1
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Adding clubs to your 
bag

- 3b. Club detail hidden 
-

Optionally type the name of the manufacturer.

Tap arrow icon to show detailed configuration settings for the 
club - see previous page for available settings.

Tap Cancel to return to the screen you came from.  If you tap 
Cancel, the club will not be added.

3

2
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Tap NEXT CLUB to save this club and continue to another club.

 
Tap Cancel to return to the screen you came from.  If you tap 
Cancel, the club will not be added.

2

1

Adding clubs to your 
bag

- 4 Sync with phone -

➢ Pull the named club from your bag and hold it with the 
club head down/grip up.  In a few seconds (if your phone is 
not on vibrate) you will hear a chime sound indicating the 
connection has completed.  The NEXT CLUB button appears 
at the bottom of the screen. In addition, the status changes 
to “Connected!” displayed in a blue color.

➢ When you see “Connected!”  tap NEXT CLUB and replace 
the club in your bag.

1

2
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Completing 
Setup

1

When all clubs have been added tap FINISHED.1

1
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Changing My 
Clubs

1

In Settings, tap My Clubs to change the configuration of your 
bag (add, delete, or edit a club) after initial setup.  See Settings 
for more information.

17
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Home Screen, No Rounds 
Recorded

Tap to go to the Setting screen.

Tap PLAY ROUND to begin recording a round.

Tap RANGE to record a practice session.

Tap TRACK PERFORMANCE to select recorded shots for 
review

Tap to force a SYNC of multiple phones or tablets.  This only 
applies when you have Linked Devices.  

• To record a ROUND you must have at least 10 clubs 
configured with CLUBHUB devices.

Note
:

1

4

2 3
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Home Screen, Rounds 
Recorded

Tapping the box displays the Review Round Details for the 
most recently played round.

Tapping the box displays the Recent Rounds List. 

Displays the longest drive recorded in any round. Tapping the 
box shows the Club Stats screen displaying the list of driver 
swings.

Displays the average driver speed recorded in any round.  
Tapping the box shows the Club Stats screen displaying the 
summary stats for driver swings. 

1

4
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Settings
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Settings

2121

1

1 Settings icon



Settings - part 
1

Tap the name to edit. Blank names are not allowed

Tap to change your email address in CLUBHUB

.
Tap to display/change the list of clubs.

Tap to check the firmware version of the CLUBHUB devices 
and update them.  Red dot indicates an update is available.

Tap to control sounds to play when using CLUBHUB during 
practice or a round.

CLUBHUB stores your most recent 5000 swings. Set to AUTO 
to automatically remove the oldest rounds in excess of 5000 
total swings.

3

4
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Settings - part 
2

Displays the current version of the app.

Displays your link code.  This was automatically assigned 
during setup.

2

1

1

2
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View/Change My 
Clubs

1

Tap My Clubs to change the configuration of your bag after 
initial setup.  See My Clubs for more information.

24

1
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My 
Clubs

Tap to ADD to add a new club.  See following pages for more 
information.

Clubs that have CLUBHUB devices attached to them with their 
last recorded battery level.  Swipe left on a row where you want 
to remove a CLUBHUB device.

Tap a row in the list to display the club configuration page for 
that club. Clubs with and without CLUBHUBS attached can be 
edited.

Following the list of clubs with CLUBHUB devices attached is 
the list of clubs that do not have active CLUBHUB devices 
attached. These clubs have been configured but then replaced 
by another club. Note these clubs display a grayed CLUBHUB 
icon and no battery level.  Swipe left on a row where you want 
to delete the club from this list.
 

11

2
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Add Club - No 
Details

After the screen displays Connected!, you MUST Tap SAVE to 
save the new club.

Tap Cancel to return to the screen you came from and abort 
creation of the new club or changes to an existing club.

Tap the arrow to see optional detail.

2

26

1

1

2

For more information on this screen see:

Adding clubs to your bag – 3b. Club detail hidden

3

3
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Add Club Show 
Detail

2

1

27

After the screen displays Connected!, you MUST Tap SAVE to 
save the new club.

Tap Cancel to return to the screen you came from and abort 
creation of the new club or changes to an existing club.

Tap the arrow to hide detail.

For more information on this screen see:

Adding clubs to your bag - 3a. Optional club detail 

1

2
3

3
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Update ClubHub 
firmware

1

Tap Update ClubHubs to update the CLUBHUB devices’ 
firmware.

28

1

➢ A firmware update is available only when a red dot appears 
above the settings icon on the home screen.
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Update 
CLUBHUBS

Each club entry displays the club name, last recorded battery 
level and firmware version. 

1

1

          If an update is available the version appears in red.   
       
➢ “Waiting for update…” appears below the version.

➢  If the firmware is up to date the version appears in green.         
         “No update needed” appears below the version.

➢  To update the ClubHub firmware, pull the club from your bag 
and put the club in play (i.e. orient the club head down, grip end 
up). In a few seconds, the app will recognize the club and begin 
the update process automatically.

➢ You must update one CLUBHUB at a time.  Allow one update to 
complete before starting the next.

29
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Update ClubHubs 
(cont)

➢ This show an example of a CLUBHUB device in the process 
of being updated.

➢ You must update one CLUBHUB at a time.  Allow one update 
to complete before starting the next.

30
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Sound
s

Tap the switch to turn “Unlocked Screen Sounds” on or off. 
Green is ‘ON’.   Black is ‘OFF’

Tap the switch to turn “Locked Screen Sounds” on or off.  
Green is ‘ON’.   Black is ‘OFF’

1

2

1

2
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Play Round Mode
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Play Round Screens
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Select Course from 
List

Touch to switch between selecting a nearby course or selecting 
a course previously played.

Select the course you will play.  This will load the course map.

Select “Unknown Course” to play a round where no course 
map is available.

Tap Back to return to Home screen.

• For Nearby courses, the list is ordered closest to farthest 
from your current location.

• For Recent courses, the list is comprised of the 10 most 
recently played courses listed in alphabetical order, You can 
remove a recent entry by swiping left on the course name, 
selecting the Delete button and confirming the deletion.

Notes
:

4
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2

3
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3
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Selecting from nine hole 
courses

Some facilities  have three or more 
nine hole courses.  You can select 
two nine hole courses in order to 
comprise an eighteen hole round.

Select the nine hole course you will 
play first.

Then select the course you will pair 
with it.

1

1



Select Tee Box Screen

Select a tee box to play from. Once selected, the Play Round 
screen is automatically displayed. 

Tap Back to return to the Select Course List screen.

• Tee box information is used in the GPS feature to show the 
nominal hole length.

Notes
:

2

1

1

2

3
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Play Round List View No 
Shots

➢ Whenever clubs come in/out of play, the app plays unique 
audible tones, which can be turned on/off in Settings.

➢ Whenever a swing is detected, the app plays a unique 
audible tone, which can be turned on/off in Settings.

Notes
:

1 2

3

Long press End (Touch and hold) to close a round. Long press 
prevents inadvertent ending of the round.

Selector to switch between shot List, Map or GPS views. GPS 
view is not available for Unknown Course. In this case GPS 
label appears but is disabled.

Informational message displayed until a shot is detected.
Displays the name of any club currently in play. Changes to ‘—‘ 
if no club is in play.

1

2

3

3
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PLAY ROUND Map View - No Shots

Map hole banner.  Use arrows to navigate from hole to hole 
once holes have been completed.

On a mapped course, the map view displays the first hole on 
the course. For an Unknown Course, the map view displays the 
area around the current location.

➢ This screen shows the default map view presented when a 
round is started, but no shots have been recorded.

➢ For a mapped course, the map is oriented with the tee box at 
the bottom of the screen and the green at the top. The zoom 
level of the map is set to just encompass the entire hole.

➢ The map view can be zoomed in/out and panned using the 
standard iOS gestures.

Notes
:

1

2

1

2

3
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This area displays the par for the hole and the distance from 
the selected tee box to the green based on the scorecard.

The Front, Middle, Back values display the distances from the 
current GPS location to the front, middle and back locations of 
the green. 

Tapping the flag displays a list of all the holes on the course. If 
you select a different hole, the app will display that hole and 
your current location relative to that hole.  You can tap the 
arrows to navigate to the previous or next hole.

Touch and drag the concentric circles dot around to see 
distances to object of interest, e.g. a sand bunker or water.

➢ Front, Middle and Back distances will constantly be updated 
to reflect current distances to the hole.

➢ The hole displayed is based on your current location. If you 
need to change to a different hole, use the flag or arrow 
buttons (Item 3).

Note
s:

1 2

3

PLAY ROUND GPS View - No Shots

1

2

3

3
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GPS View Change Holes

Displays the list of available holes one can display. Tap 
anywhere outside the list to dismiss the overlay.

Tap a list entry to select that hole and the overlay is 
automatically dismissed.

• This overlay display’s whenever you select the hole flag 
button on the GPS screen. It allows you to manually switch to 
display a different hole in the GPS view.

Notes
:

1

2

1

2

4
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PLAY ROUND List View With Shots
Banner identifying the hole to which the following shots were 
assigned.

Shows a non-putter swing entry. Stats displayed are always 
distance, swing speed and the club name.

Shows a putter swing entry. Stats displayed are always face 
angle, tempo and Putter name.

Touch a swing to display the Shot Detail screen.

➢ Holes are listed in the order they were played.

➢ For an Unknown course, shots start at hole #1 and the first 
non-putter shot after a putter shot starts a new hole.

➢ Swiping left on a shot displays a Remove from Stats and a 
Delete Shot button.

Notes
:

1

2

3

1

2

3
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Shot 
Details

The list of stats is scrollable by swiping the list left/right. 

➢Tap a stat.  It will appear in the main display area.

➢The list of stats can be reordered.  Tap and hold a stat until it 
grows then drag it left or right. Drop it into its new position.

Tap the 3D button to see a 3D view of the shot.

Tap to turn the favorite indication for the swing on/off.

Tap to share the swing on social media.

Tap Back to return to the shot list screen.

5

3 4

1

2
1

2

3

4

5
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Share Shot

Lists the various sharing options the you can choose from.

➢ The image shared is a screen grab of the shot less the top 
line (carrier, time, battery).

4
3

1

1



3D Shot Detail
Touch and drag graphic image to view the swing from 
different angles.

Playback controls for the swing animation.  Tap the Play 
button to start the animation playing. 

The progress slider shows the current playback position. 
The progress slider control can be dragged to display a 
specific frame in the playback sequence.

Tap to return to the Shot Detail screen. 

Tap Back to return to the shot list screen.

5 4

2

1

1

2

3

3

4
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Map View With 
Shots
Hole number banner. <  can be tapped to switch to the 
previous hole,  > switches to the next hole.

The map can be panned/zoomed using standard iOS pinch and 
drag gestures.

Displays the stats for the currently selected swing. The 
currently selected swing has a yellow colored map icon.  Stats 
cannot be reordered in map view.

The club of the currently selected shot. <  can be tapped to 
switch to the previous shot,  > switches to the next shot.

➢ If you tap a shot icon on the map, that shot becomes the 
selected shot and the stats area updates to reflect the 
selected shot’s stats.

➢ Note the map only displays shot annotations for the current 
hole. If you pan around the course you will not see shot 
annotations on other holes.

➢ Tap and drag annotation to reposition a shot.

➢ If two shots are recorded in the same location, the latter 
shot will replace the previous shot.

Notes
:

1

2

3

4
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2

3
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Range Mode 
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Range Screens
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Range, No Swings

Tap End to close the range session.

Tap Shot, 3D, or List select the preferred view. 

Number of swings recorded for the current club.

Tap a stat.  It will appear in the main display area.
The list of stats is scrollable by swiping the list left/right. 
The list of stats can be reordered.  Tap and hold a stat until it 
grows then drag it left or right. Drop it into its new position.

➢ Whenever clubs come in/out of play, the app plays unique 
audible tones, which can be turned on/off in Settings.

➢ Whenever a swing is detected, the app plays a unique 
audible tone, which can be turned on/off in Settings.

➢ A swing is only recorded when contact is made with the ball

1 2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Range with 
Swing

➢ Whenever a swing is detected, the app will audibly play the 
swing’s result for the currently selected stat. In this example, 
the app would audibly say, “79 miles per hour”.  Audible 
sound can be turned on/off in settings.

49

Tap a stat.  It will appear in the main display area.
The list of stats is scrollable by swiping the list 
left/right. 
The list of stats can be reordered.  Tap and hold a stat 
until it grows then drag it left or right. Drop it into its 
new position.

1

1



Range - Swings 
list

Tap Shot or 3D to display the current swing screen.

Club name banner delineates a sequence of consecutive shots 
with a club.

Stats header. Tapping a stat name pops up an overlay listing all 
the available stats. Selecting a different  stat change the stats 
viewed in that column. You can change any of the three stats 
displayed.  See next page.

Tap a row to display the Range Swing Detail screen

➢ The swings are listed chronologically in the order they were 
recorded.

➢ The screen automatically updates if a new swing is detected 
while one this screen.

➢ Swiping left on a row displays a Delete button that can be 
used to remove the swing (after confirming the deletion).

1

2

4
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Range Change 
Stats

Tap a list entry to select that statistic.

Tap anywhere outside the list to dismiss the overlay.

➢ This overlay display’s whenever you tap on a stats header 
within the List screen.

➢ The stats that can be selected are specific to the club type, 
either putter or non-putter.

1

2

1

2
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Track Performance
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Track Performance Screens
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Performance Home 
Screen

Tap to view the list of recent rounds.

Tap to view the list of recent range sessions.

Tap to view club stats from rounds and range.

Tap to view scoring stats for rounds.

Tap to view club stats for favorite shots from rounds or range.

Tap to view the list of favorite rounds. 

Tap Back to return to the Home screen.

7
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Track Performance:
Recent Rounds Screens
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Recent Rounds 
List

Displays the most recently played rounds in order of 
newest to oldest.

Tap enter to input a score for the round. Tap the number 
to display a dialog in which to change the score.

Tap star to mark the round as a favorite/not a favorite.

Tap a round in the list to view its details.

Swing Storage meter shows remaining storage available 
on your mobile device in percent.  100% = 5000 swings.  
If Remove old rounds is set to AUTO (see Settings), the 
meter will not appear.

➢ A left swipe on a row displays a Remove button, which can 
be used to remove the round from the phone.

➢ If any data is changed an update will be sent to the 
CLUBHUB web portal.

2
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Recent Round Map & 
Edit

Tap List to view the list of shots on the hole being mapped. 

Tap Back to return to the list of recent rounds.

Tap + to add a missing shot or putt.

Hole and shot navigation and stats viewing is as described in 
Map View With Shots

2 1

1

2
3

3
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4

4

4

➢  Touch and drag the shot annotation to reposition a 
shot.



Add Shot Screen 
Overlay

➢ The first time the Add Shot screen is displayed, this overlay 
is presented to help you add a new shot. 

➢ Tapping anywhere on the screen dismisses the overlay.

58



Add a 
Shot

Map view of hole and all the shots currently on it.

Tap here to select the shot number of the shot being added.

Tap here to select the club for the shot being added.

Tap the map location to place the shot. The map can be 
zoomed in/out or panned to make it easier to place the shot.  
Touch and drag the shot annotation to reposition shot or tap 
any number of times to adjust the location.  Each time you tap 
the shot moves to the new location.
 
Tap Add to add the new shot.

Tap Cancel to abort the shot addition.

➢ When a shot is added, round stats are recalculated.

➢ Added shots are updated on the web portal.

➢ There are no stats for added shots.

4

1

5
1

2

3

4
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Round Shot List By 
Hole
Tap to choose shots listed by hole or shots listed by club type.

Move shots from hole to hole by tapping the up/down arrow 
icon. Move shot detail appears on the Move Shots slide.

Tap + to add a new shot to the hole.

Tap a shot to display the shot detail.

Tap Map to flip back to the map view.

Tap Back to return to the list of recent rounds.

2 3

4
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Move 
Shots

Tap and drag the 3-line icon to move the hole banner up 
or down in the shot list.  A hole banner cannot be dragged 
beyond another hole banner.

Tap Save to save any changes made.

Tap Cancel to cancel the move operations.

➢ Moving shots among holes causes the round stats to be 
recalculated. The round and appropriate swings are updated 
in the web portal.

➢ All swings are listed in order of recording and only the hole 
headers can be moved to include/exclude swings. Individual 
swings cannot be moved.

1

3 2 1

2

3
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Round Shot List By 
Club

Tap to choose shots listed by hole or shots listed by club type.

Tap a shot to display the shot detail.

Stats header. Tapping a stat name pops up an overlay listing all 
the available stats. Selecting a different  stat changes the stats 
viewed in that column. You can change any of the three stats 
displayed.

Tap Map to flip back to the map view.

Tap Back to return to the list of recent rounds.

➢ This screen displays all of the shots taken grouped by club 
type. Each list of swings within a club type are ordered in 
chronological order from oldest to newest.

3

2
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Delete Shot/Remove from 
Stats

Swiping left on a shot reveals the Remove from Stats and 
Delete Shot functions.

Tap to remove a shot from club stats. The shot still remains, 
but is not included in any club stats calculations.

Tap to delete the shot permanently. A confirmation dialog is 
displayed to confirm the deletion.

➢ Deletion causes removal from round stats. The round and 
appropriate swings are updated in the web portal.

1

1

2

3
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Add Back To 
Stats

A shot removed from stats can be added back by swiping left 
on the target swing and selecting the Add Back to Stats button.

1
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Track Performance:
Recent Range Screens
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Recent Range List
Displays the most recent range sessions, newest to oldest..

Select a row entry to display the list of shots for that range 
session.

Swing Storage meter shows remaining storage available on 
your mobile device in percent.  100% = 5000 swings. Storage 
meter will not appear if Remove old rounds is set to AUTO.  
See Settings.

➢ Swipe left on a row to display a Delete button which can be 
used to remove the range session.

1

2

2
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Track Performance:
Club Stats
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Club Stats - 
Rounds

Tap to switch between viewing stats for Rounds or Range 
sessions.

Tap the club name to display the Club list.  All of the clubs 
whose stats can be viewed are displayed. Select a new club 
from the list to view its stats

Displays the total number of shots taken with the selected club 
across all rounds. Tap the number to show the Shot List screen 
to view all shots taken with that club across all  rounds (see 
Club Stats Round Shot List).
.

.

➢ Any stats for which a value can’t be computed displays as “—“
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Club Stats Round Shot 
List

List displays all of the shots for the selected club. Select a list 
entry to view the map view of where the shot occurred.

Tap a stat header to select a different stat for that column.

➢ The list is ordered by descending distance for all club types 
except putters.  For putters the swings are listed in 
chronological order of their swing date/time.

➢ When you remove a swing from the stats, the swing 
disappears from the list.
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Swipe left on a shot to show Remove From Stats button.  Tap 
the button to remove the swing from  stats.  No confirmation 
dialog is issued.

3
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Club Stats – Selected 
Shot

The shot shown on the map (in green) is the one 
selected from the Club Stats list screen.

The hole banner allows you to navigate among the holes.

The shot selector allows you to navigate among the 
shots.

Scrollable set of stats for the currently selected shot. 
These stats can’t be reordered from this screen.
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➢ Tap a shot marker on the map to view the Shot Detail for that 
shot.
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Scoring 
Stats

Displays stats specific to the Driver club.

Displays the percentage of tee shots in the fairway on par 
4 and par 5 holes.

Displays the percentage of holes where the green was 
reached in 2 shots less than par (GIR = greens in 
regulation).

Displays putting stats, namely the average number of 
putts played per round.

➢ Selecting any row in the table takes you to a new screen with 
the detailed stats.
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Driving 
Stats

➢ Driving accuracy is the percentage of driver shots that 
landed in the fairway.

➢ Longest Drives lists the 10 longest drives in decreasing 
order by drive distance.
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Fairways Hit

Displays the percentage tee shots on par 4 and par 5 
holes  that landed in the fairway.

Displays the rounds that recorded the highest percentages 
of fairways hit. The list includes the name of the course, 
the date played and the percentage of fairways hit. The list 
is ordered by decreasing percentage.
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Greens in Regulation (GIR)

This area displays the rounds that recorded the highest 
percentages of greens in regulation. The list includes the 
name of the course, the date played and the percentage 
of GIR. The list is ordered by decreasing percentage.

1

1
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Puttin
g

Displays the percentage of all shots that were putts.

.
Displays the rounds that recorded the fewest putts for the 
entire round. The list includes the name of the course, the date 
played and the number of putts recorded for the round.  Swipe 
up to scroll.

1
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Favorite 
Shots

➢ Same as Club Stats except that it only displays information 
for swings that have been designated as favorite by tapping 
the star on the shot detail screen.
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Favorite Rounds

➢ Same as the Recent Rounds, except that only rounds 
designated as favorite are displayed. Rounds are order by 
date with the most recent first.
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